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INTRODUCTION 

The process of writing a play requires an interchange of skills and 
responses, as anyone who has tried to write a script without personal 
stage experience or in isolation from actors and directors knows, and 
as is obvious to anyone who reads such a closet drama. It follows 
that an art form which elicits a collective response from its audience 
and, in fact, requires such group participation to be truly successful, 
would also require a collective vision in its making. The New Play 
Centre of Vancouver grew not only from the desire of members 
of the local theatre community-and in particular its Managing 
Director, Pamela Hawthorn-to develop "strength in the 
undergrowth," 1 to encourage new writers, but out of this essential 
nature of the theatre itself as a collaborative art. 

When a producer and director approach a play from the established 
canon, they must recapture in meetings and rehearsals the sense of 
group enterprise which was involved in its original writing or 
production. This is perhaps least understood by those outside the 
theatre when they attend a familiar play which has become solidified 
in the popular imagination, assuming as they often do that the printed 



text has simply been taken out, dusted off and performed. But if the 
production works, it is because the company has recreated it, building 
on the tradition, but making a new, group creation. Hence, the 1979 
Stratford Festival production of Shakespeare's King Lear,2 while it 
followed the well known text, altered the time setting, allowed Peter 
Ustinov's unusual characterization of Lear, found more humour 
than is normally allowed, and grew out of a lengthy rehearsal 
process which has been preserved by Maurice Good in Every Inch A Lear. 3 

It is, perhaps, easier to see the necessity of such interchange in 
the writing of a new drama. The New Play Centre, understanding 
this fact of theatrical writing, aims to provide a venue for criticism 
and a workshop process for new authors who need to see their work 
come alive and need to share reactions to this projection of their 
imaginations. The Centre also aims to provide a support network 
of theatre professionals for new writers - and for established 
playwrights, like Leonard Angel - who cannot easily in this country 
find the repertory company atmosphere which naturally breeds 
collaboration and group writing. That such an atmosphere is 
beneficial to the development of new plays is attested to by the burst 
of writing which grew, in the early l 970s, from the genesis of a 
number of Collectives and Co-op Theatres, some of which have 
been able to survive. Of these, the New Play Centre has taken a 
prominent place, having mounted first productions of over one 
hundred new plays. 

For the 1985 du Maurier Festival, Pamela Hawthorn determined 
to capitalize on (or force) this collaborative reality of theatrical 
writing by a rather bold plan. Instead of choosing plays from those 
submitted in manuscript for workshop development, she commissioned 
three new performance pieces, eacb involving a collaboration 
between a playwright and another artist from a related, theatrical 
medium. Six of One, as it was seen in performance at the Festival, 
resulted from such a collaboration among Angel, Gisa Cole (the 
choreographer), and Jane Heyman (the director). The playscript-in
progress, as published in this issue, records the text of this production 
somewhat further revised by cast workshops after the opening. The 
script no longer contains, however, the markings of this director 
and choreographer (although the dances are preserved on videotape 
and are, therefore, available). Here, then, is the text, waiting once 
again for the collective will of another director, another dancer, 
another cast to rework it into a new presentation. 
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The collaboration was not fully successful, as all those involved 
readily admit. Its purpose, however-and the purpose of this edition
was not only to produce a piece for performance in the Festival, 
but to begin the collaborative process which may eventually produce 
a more complete play. The central problem for any process art or, 
indeed, for any manipulation of text, is the very real problem of 
closure. This problem exists both in the practical sense of a deadline 
by which to present the play to an audience and in the semiotic 
sense of a point where the "infinite series" 4 suggested by Charles 
Sanders Peirce finally ceases to signify a previous interpretant, 
a stopping of what Umberto Ecco calls the " unlimited semiosis." 5 

For practical purposes in this edition we took, as the end point of 
the journal, the opening performance, and, as the end point of the 
textual revision, the changes which that first production elicited. 
As Angel and Hawthorn discuss later in the Interview, such an 
arbitrary closing falsifies a process which, as the 1979 production 
of Lear (or, even more strikingly, Paul Mazursky's 1982 filmic 
reconception of The Tempest) points out, may continue for centuries. 
It can also leave characterizations and actions unresolved and 
dramatic devices incompletely set, although in this piece these flaws 
may be forever unresolvable, especially outside the original group, 
because of the intensely symbiotic relationship which developed 
between the original team and the eventual text. 

The concept of the play itself rose from the coming together 
of a number of separate interests. As the history in the following 
Interview suggests, Angel and Heyman were both working 
independently on related projects having to do with race relations 
and social education. When Hawthorn suggested they work together, 
they naturally developed a thesis having to do with multicultural 
issues; such an investigation of a mixed society complemented 
in content Hawthorn's desire to see "Mixed Media Marriages" in 
form. Once the cast was selected to represent the ethnic mix of 
contemporary Canadian society, however, the team itself became 
an embodiment in skills and person of the didactic purpose of the 
piece. This direct analogy between who the members of the team 
were and what they were trying to say made the writing process a 
very honest recording of a group experience, but hampered the 
final production of a script which has easy application outside this 
group. As a result, a community of actor/ dancers from various, 



visible minorities, working in a workshop situation to make a 
statement about themselves as dancers and as Canadians of disparate 
ethnic background, becomes on stage a group of dancers from 
various, visible minorities trying to come together as a community 
with shared purpose. In skills, too, the group approximates the 
fictional company. In fact, for Cole, the suggestion that she choreograph 
a role for a choreographer character-that she create herself on 
stage-was so painfully personal that she refused to have the 
character appear. While these are as direct examples as one could 
find of writing out of a community experience (as discussed above), 
they also exemplify a somewhat closed world . It could be argued 
that the product is a play which was finally accessible only to those 
involved directly in the process as artist, actor or observer. One 
purpose of this issue, then, is to allow readers an entree to this group 
so that a reading of the text can be enlivened in the imagination 
by invoking the movements, concerns and backgrounds of those 
who created it. 

A second problem which the company faced throughout the 
writing was one of focus. Again because of the closeness of each 
participant to the material, too many possibilities presented themselves 
for discussion. Was this to be a play about race, or was it to be a 
play about broader cultural concerns, about women, about dancers, 
or about community? In the end, it tried to embrace all of these 
themes to some degree and, in the shortened time allowed it within 
the Festival framework, failed to develop any one of them adequately. 
The Journal details the changes in direction the project undertook. 
It also records the difficulty inherent in this collaboration between 
word and movement. 

The original discussion piece which Angel wrote for Hawthorn 
and his continuing vision for the piece were highly abstract. Angel's 
ideas of "peeling" layers of personality to display the falsity of 
various racial stereotypes, of actors "coming off the wall" to come 
alive in a multiplicity of ethnic personae, excited Cole as possibilities 
for movement, but presented enormous challenges for dialogue and 
character interaction. It was difficult for the actors to find naturalistic 
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motivations for actions which were, at base, abstract extensions of 
thesis. Inevitably, as the process continued and the production date 
drew close, a story which could be staged took precedence and the 
play became more concrete, but more mundane. Central sub-texts 
like the racially mixed marriage were underplayed until, in the short 
format of the opening performance, they were entirely submerged. 
The comment on race became implied in the cast, itself a metaphor, 
and in the clever device of cast switches. Unfortunately, these 
switches, which attempted to pass racial stereotypes from character 
to character-from type to type-and, therefore, to explode them, 
were developed too late in the process. As a result, the audience 
understood too little of a character before the personality was passed 
and could not always see the same characteristics emerge in the new 
actor. Still, the opening night audience clearly understood the 
notion of the switches as a breakdown of absolute personality and, 
on a highly theatrical level, grasped the thesis, if not its original 
racial implications. The beautiful, final solo dance of the character 
Rose, reaching out of herself for membership in a larger community 
is, as Kerry Moore calls it in The Province review, "an effective 
soundless soliloquy," 6 but not necessarily one about race. The play 
as it stands is, as Moore notes, "a playful glimpse of a dance group 
whose collective identity is at odds with the members' personalities," 
but the symbolic identity of that dance group remains undefined. 

Perhaps more than anything else, it is the short length of the play 
at this stage which denies it final success. There is too little room 
to develop the women's personalities as real people or to endow 
them with stereotypic characteristics as cultural or ethnic emblems. 
Unlike the third of the Festival collaborations, KniteQuest, 7 which 
relies on known myth to frame its dance interpretation, Six of One 
must build credible characters and situation before it can destroy 
them to deflate social myth. To some extent there has been a tension 
in the building of this piece between a deconstructive purpose and 



a constructive process. If the contemporary impetus is to break down 
the structures of cultural myth and to explore the resulting universe 
in language which is, itself, deconstructive, then the theatre, which 
has always been myth-making by nature, must seek a new language 
and form. It seems likely that the vocabulary of this new, anti-mythic 
myth-making (for to create a play in which no social stereotypes 
exist is to create a world which connotes an ideal and is, therefore, 
itself iconic), will be collaborative in form. The process outlined 
in this issue is an example of one step in this direction. 

Reid Gilbert, 
Drama Editor. 
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